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Minimalist Living Decluttering For Joy
A group of young people are not only eschewing excess material items, but also meaningless relationships and ‘emotional clutter’ ...
‘I’d rather be alone’: the influencers pushing for ‘relationship minimalism’
If you struggle finding systems that work for your home, check out one of the 40+ products below that can assist you in taking back your storage spaces. From a three-section laundry basket that will ...
42 Ways To Declutter Your Home That Work So Freakin' Well
Before starting at Apartment Therapy, I hadn’t read Marie Kondo’s “The Life-Changing Magic of Tidying Up.” But all of that changed when “Tidying Up with Marie Kondo” hit Netflix in 2019, and suddenly ...
7 New Things I Learned About Tidying From Marie Kondo’s Show “Sparking Joy”
But the time for decluttering has come: Check out these organizational ... How chic are these floating shelves? With a minimalist design that feels clean and super modern, they're perfect for storing ...
50 Brilliant Things That Declutter Your Home
NEXT AVENUE This article is reprinted by permission from NextAvenue.org. The COVID-19 quarantines have brought a new perspective about how we inhabit our spaces. Even as we venture forth ...
Another way to ‘declutter’—use a little artistry in the process
Childhood friends Joshua Fields Millburn and Ryan Nicodemus have built a movement out of minimalism. Here, Millburn shares how to identify what's really essential in your household—and how living with ...
Tips From the Minimalists on Living Well With Less
The practice involves getting rid of all the stuff you don’t need anymore so that your loved ones won’t be burdened with the task after you die.
What is ‘Swedish death cleaning’ and why are its adopters finding joy in decluttering like there’s no tomorrow?
If the past year has taught us anything, it’s that less may be more. If you want to clear your home of clutter, a minimalist design can be the way to go.
How to bring minimalist designs into your home
There’s a general stigma when it comes to the world of reality TV shows. We’re not talking about polished documentaries or slick talk shows, mind you. We mean the kind of voyeuristic peep shows that ...
Netflix’s “Sparking Joy with Marie Kondo” Review: Therapy That You Can Binge-Watch
Less is more. More is more. It’s the aesthetic competition of the millennium, with formidable captains on both teams.
The Eternal Debate: Minimalism vs. Maximalism
So what we embarked on was 4 weeks of furiously cleaning, painting, updating, picture-changing, towel and linen-buying adventure, culminating with our cats living with my son and his wife, and us ...
A try at camper living
That was not the case for Jenny Albertini when she saw the 1920s bungalow in Washington, D.C., with her now-husband Jason Hughes. “The first time I went into the house I just about cried,” she says.
Before & After: This 1920s Bungalow Got a Gut Renovation and a Minimalist Design from a Certified KonMari Consultant
While I am not an expert in rental properties, I do know that keeping my house organized and rental-ready has helped me in this endeavor.
How To Organize An Investment Property For Passive Income
She’s a YouTube star, writes a blog with thousands of followers and has qualified for the Horse of the Year Show.
YouTube star and top Sheffield horse rider Jessica Rose Williams on living life with a purpose
With her first novel in 20 years, Harrow, the radical environmentalist envisions an uncompromising politics necessary for defending the natural world.
The Climate Apocalypse According to Joy Williams
The ultimate guide to planning your LGBTQ+ wedding ...
Minimalist Louisiana wedding with floral cake and sparkler send off
Sportswik's Martin Wiklund on why the Swedish FA's work with Min Fotboll shows the time is now for rights holders to end their reliance on traditional social media for digital marketing.
Opinion | Why content control and digital sponsor activations are a must for modern federations
It’s easy to find Ghibli-inspired gifts for fans of any age. Here are some of the best gifts for Studio Ghibli fans.
19 best gifts for Studio Ghibli fans
Veteran of the home-worker scene Stuart Pritchard selects a magnificent seven business-based laptops ideal for those avoiding the ...
Best laptops for working from home
Connecticut Repertory Theatre has scheduled three shows for its fall semester, its first live shows since the COVID shutdown in the spring of 2020.
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